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SelbyGuard Rainprotection

The weather is an uncertain factor for every event organiser. That
is why SelbyGuard developed rain protection for lighting equipment
that will prevent costly repairs and guarantee that the show will go
on. Keeping a lighting fixture dry is an investment that is ultimately
a fraction of the cost of insuring costly water repairs or resulting in
downtime for damaged fixtures.

DWR Distribution is delighted to be the SelbyGuard®
Rainprotection distributors in Africa.

Initially, in around 2016, DWR Distribution’s Duncan Riley
investigated a solution to help weather-proof lighting fixtures. “I
was with Bram de Clerck, who worked at Controllux in Belgium at
the time, and he said I had to talk to a company called SelbyGuard
where I was introduced to a man named Tjeerd van den Haak,”
commented Duncan. Things moved quickly and SelbyGuard demo
samples were received in South Africa. The team at DWR carried
out demos to the South African rental market and DWR have been
the official distributor since.

“One of the big selling points is that one water damage insurance
claim could be the value of an entire Selbyguard order to protect
the lighting fixtures,” said Duncan Riley. “Setting up the Selbyguard
covers is simple. It’s really like rigging a standard moving light.”

SelbyGuard produces Rainroofs and Airdomes for the professional
lighting market. The products serve as rain protection for lighting
equipment such as valuable Movingheads. An innovative, high
quality, professional solution for lighting protection. All SelbyGuard
products have been tested thoroughly. These tests take place in
real show conditions and in severe weather like snow, rain and
high winds.  These essential tests and evaluations with lighting
technicians allow SelbyGuard to continue to innovate in regards to
technique and design. The product improvements translate into
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time saving ways for lighting technicians to install and take down
the equipment.

Through the intensive collaboration with professionals from the
field and strict quality controls, Selbyguard can live up to what the
company stand for: to protect professional lighting equipment from
rain, hail, snow, pyro confetti and dust. With SelbyGuard, the show
goes on!

SelbyGuard offers a wide range of products and responds to a fast
changing market in which new Movingheads are being released
regularly. Known and lesser-known brands, various dimensions.

Website Link: https://selbyguard.com
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